Here K* denotes the section conjugacy functor constructed by G. Glauberman and F p denotes the finite field consisting of p elements and by forgetting its multiplicative structure, we consider it as a trivial G-module.
In relation to the above conjecture, he proved the case i = 1 and D. F. Holt has recently proved /(2) ^ 11. The purpose of this paper is to provide an affirmative answer to the question. This theorem is a a consequence of the following more detailed theorem since iL> has degree 4. 2* Notations and preparations* All groups considered in this paper will be finite and we treat only finite modules by the same argument in [6] . In particular, we always assume that G is a finite group and P is a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. Most of our notations are standard and taken from [1] and [2] , and we adopt notations from [7] about cohomology functor and G-functors. In addition, we will use the following: * A module V is said to be an jF p [G] -module if V is a G-module and an elementary Abelian p-group as group.
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MASAHIKO MIYAMOTO * For a subset j^ and a subgroup H of G, set * If T is a finite group acting on a solvable finite group S, then we denote by ir τ (S) the direct product of all the composition factors of S under T.
We sometimes use the following lemma. Proof Since [H, a] is a normal subgroup of H(a), the assertion follows from the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence.
3* Cohomological G-functors* In many parts of this paper, we will use cohomological G-functors, which are generalizations of cohomology group. The concept of G-functors were introduced by Green [3] during the study of modular representation theory and slightly changed by Yoshida [7] . We will adopt the definition from [7] . DEFINITION (a, τ, p, σ) , where α, τ, p, σ are families of the following kind; a = (a(H)) assigns an object a{H) of <& for each subgroup H of G\ z = (rf) assigns a morphism rf = τ κ : a{H) -• a(K) for each pair (H, K) such that H ^ K ^ G, we simply write (α)τ κ = α^; p = (p|) assigns a morphism <of = p^: α(JBΓ) -> α(ίί) for each pair (H, JSΓ) such that H ^ K ^ G, we simply write (α)/0 H = α^; ) for each subgroup H oΐ G and each element # of G, we write (α)^ = a 9 . These families of objects and morphisms must satisfy the following:
A G-functor (into an Abelian category ^) is a quadruple A =
Axioms for G-functors. (In these axioms, D, H, K, L are any subgroups of G; g, g r are elements of G.) (H 9 , V) makes a cohomological G-functor, we call this a cohomology functor.
Although we explained the definition of G-functors, we will really use only G-functors which are induced from cohomology functors. Therefore, readers may regard all G-functor in this paper as cohomology functors. Next, we will show a construction of G-functor induced from the given G-functor. All G-functors considered in this paper will be cohomological.
is called a sub-G-funtor of A if B satisfies the following properties:
and σ' = σ W{H) .
We write A ^ B. Then we can make a new G-functor called the quotient (or section) G-functor A/B = (α 0 , τ 0 , p, σ 0 ) as follows: Set α o (jH") = a{H)ja f {H) for H <ί G. Since the above inclusion are commutative with r, /5, and σ, we can define morphisms τ Of p 0 , σ 0 , naturally.
In connection with the above notions, we define the following: DEFINITION 3.4 . A G-functor A is said to be irreducible if A has no nontrivial proper sub-G-functors. DEFINITION In association with composition factors, we will use the following: DEFINITION 3.9. Let A = (α, τ, p, σ) be a G-functor and {!?*: i e 1} be a set of G-functors. We shall say that the G-functor A is covered by the set {J5<: i e 1} or the set {I?*: i 61} is a covering of A if each composition factor of A is isomorphic to a composition factor of one of i?*.
A chain of sub-G-functors
For making research on a stability, we define the following map. DEFINITION 3.10 . Let A = (α, τ, p, σ) be a cohomological G-functor over F p . We will define a map g A :Image(/>p β(p) :α(^(P))-> α(P) by q A (a) = α -£? where βea(N G (P)) with (/S) P = α. LEMMA 3.11. (Properties of q A .) We have the following:
Proof. All results are immediate consequences of the definition of the map q A and Lemma 4.4 in [7] .
Using the above map q A , we get a few lemmas about covering. LEMMA 
Let {Biiiel} be a covering of a cohomological Gfunctor A -(α, τ, p, σ). Suppose that a subgroup NofG containing N G (P) controls every composition factor of B t for each i β /. Then N controls A itself
Here, the statement that N controls A means that if an element a of a(P) is stable in N then a is stable in G.
Jέ A n -0 be a composition series of A. Suppose that N does not control A, then there is an element OLΦQ in α(P) n Image(^) Ker(τ?) by Lemma 4.4 in [7] . By the choice of a and (b) of Lemma 3.11, we have q A (a) -a. Let A t = (a i9 τ if p^ σ t ) be the quadruples of the G-functors A<. Since {P) ) is contained in a t {P), q A defines the map qj. for each section G-functor A t -AJA i+ί which has the same properties as q A . Since every composition factor AJA i+ί of A is isomorphic to a composition factor of one of Bj and so is controlled by N f we have gj o (α + a 1 (P)/a 1 (P)) = 0. We thus get a e a x (P). By iteration, we finally obtain a -0, a contradiction.
4* Main result* In this section, we will get the result which will be useful in the next section, where we will prove theorems. Namely, we will investigate properties of the minimal counterexample on the assumption that Theorem B is false. We will divide this section into three parts. In Part 1 and 3, we will assume Hypothesis I and treat Proposition A. In Part 2, we will assume Hypothesis II and prepare results which will be used in the last part. Now we start the proof of Proposition A. Suppose that Proposition A is false and let ^~ = {(n, G, V)} be the set of counterexamples. We introduce an order in ^~ by setting (n, G, V) > (n\ G', V) if one of the following conditions holds:
be a minimal element in ^~ with respect to the above order. Then we have the following lemmas. (B) controls all composition factors of the iV G (TF(P))-functor H n {, V), a contradiction. Proof. Suppose false and choose a in J^K-BJ -H o 9 . Taking a subgroup K of P as well as Lemma 4.12, we also get a contradiction since (n + l)(2r n + 1) ^ p -1 and α p = 1. In order to continue the proof, we need a few results. The remaining proofs will be completed in the last part. Under the above hypotheses, the following lemmas hold. LEMMA 
Let V o be an F p [G 0 ]-module and [V o , a; r n + 1] = 1 for all ae J^*(P O ). Then N GQ (B 0 ) controls all composition factors of the G Q -functor H m { , V Q ) for all m with 0 <> m S n.
Proof Since C L (X) £ O φ ,{L), it follows from Lemma 4.7 that all elements of s/* satisfy Con(2rJ in L and so all elements of J^*(P Q ) satisfy Con(2r n ) in G Q . Since n^m, we can see r m ^ 2r n and we thus have that all elements of J^*(P O ) satisfy Con(r w ) in G o . Then the minimality choice of n yields the desired assertion. Next, we consider the set J^* ={αeS:α p = 1, [X, α; 2r n + 1] = 1}. In relation to this set, we define the following group. DEFINITION 4.19 . A subgroup H of L is called to be a C-group of depth 1 if H is generated by elements of LEMMA 
Let H be a C-group in S of depth 1. Assume that a e a(S) is stable in N L (B*). Then we have a representation a NsiH) = a x + a 2 such that a 1 elΏ.ί*a{N s {H)IN s {H) Π C{X H )) and a 2 is stable in N L (H).
Proof. Suppose false and let H be a maximal counterexample. Furthermore, choose H such that | N S (H) | is maximal subject to the maximality of H. We first assert that N S (H) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N L (H) . To see this, we follow the proof of [5] . Suppose false and let F be a conjugate subgroup of H contained in S such that
, m} such that it satisfies the following:
and g!--g m = f.
Since all conjugate subgroups of ff in S are C-groups of depth 1, in order to get a contradiction, it suffices to treat only one step. We therefore assume that H 91 satisfies the assertion of Lemma 4.20. It will be convenient to reset K = K u g = g^ Set K* = <j^*(iί)>, then K* 2 <H, H 9 ). By the maximality of H and the choice of H 9 , we have two representations: (i ) aN S w) = βι + βι such that β x e Inf α(iSΓ s (ί:*)/C Λr5{JΓ ) (-X' JSΓ )) and /3 2 is stable in N L (K*);
(ii) a NsiHg) -Ί x + 7 2 such that 7, 6 Inf a(N s (H 9 )IC Ns{H9) (X H9 )) and 7 2 is stable in N L (H 9 ).
Since ΛΓ L (UL) £ N L (K*), combining the two representions and resetting R = N S (H), (H 9 )/C NsίHa) (X Hg )) by the choice of JET*. Finally we obtain *B = (A + A) Λ = (A)*_+ (0Ί ~ (ft)^**))'" 1 )* + ((ΎΛ such that (/S^ + α^-^J^^^-^elnt.αC^/C^X^)) and (7,)*" 1 is stable in N L (H), as desired, which is a contradiction. So we have proved that
Since H^B*, we easily check that <j^*(2V 5 (fl r ))> ^ iϊ. Set J^ = (j^* (N s (H) )} 9 then ί?i is a C-group of depth 1 containing H properly. It follows from the maximality of H that we have a representation a Ns{Hl) = <5 X + <5 2 such that δ 1 eInt α(iV /S(iyi) /C^(^l ) (X Hl )) and δ 2 is stable in N L (H X ). For δ t we get (δ^elnt α^/C^X^)) where R -iV 5 (H), while for δ 2 we have (5 2 ) Λ = & + f 2 such that & 6 Inf a(R/C R (X H )) and f 2 is stable in N L {H) by Lemma 4.18. We therefore obtain a desired representation α* = (iβi) R + ίi) + ί 2> a contradiction.
We next define more generalized C-groups. DEFINITION 4.21 . A subgroup H of S is called to be a C-group (or depth t) if H has a series H -H t^ H^ g ^ if 2 ^ H x such that iϊ, = <j^*(iϊ)> and iϊ ΐ+1 =(αefί: a" eif,, [X^, α; 2r + 1] = 1> for i = 1, , ί -1. Then we call iϊ, to be the C-subgroup of H of depth i. K) is also a C-group of depth at most t.
Proof. This follows from the definition.
In association with C-group of depth t, we have a similar result. Proof. Suppose false and let ί be a minimal counterexample. We already got t Φ 1 by Lemma 4.20. Furthermore let H be a maximal counterexample subject to the minimality of t. Let F be the C-subgroup of H of depth t -1. It follows from the same argument in Lemma 4.20 that we may assume that N S (F) is a Sylow ^-subgroup of N L (F) . We then have a representation (a) Ns{F) (JP) and contained in Summarizing, we have the following situation:
faithfully; (ii) K is generated by the set of elements a of N S (F) with [X F , a; 2r n + 1] -1 and ά* = I; 
Consequently, we have a representation a R = (y ± ) R + (7 2 ) Λ -(/3 2 ) B + (/3 2 ) B = (7^ + f Λ + (£ 2 ) B = ((^i)^ + fi) + (f 2 + (/S 2 ) Λ ) such that (7J* + £ x e Inf -a{RjC R {X H )) and ή + (β 2 )jt is stable in N L (H), as desired, where J? -N S (H), a contradiction, we therefore have that H' = K. In this case we assert that F is the unique maximal C-group of N S (F) of depth t -1. To see this, let Γ be the unique maximal C-group of N S (F) of depth t -1 and Γ = T t _, ;> jΓ t _ 2 ^ ^ 2\ be the chain of C-subgroups of T. Then since T 1 is a C-group of depth 1, K 2 2\ by the definition of K. Since K -H and .F is the unique maximal C-subgroup of H of depth ί-l^aϊ 1 , By iteration, we obtain T £ IT and TgF, as desired. The result that F is the unique maximal C-group of N S (F) of depth t -1 implies that S = JVXF), which means F2£* and We also obtain a contradiction by the same way of Lemma 4.28 since β e Int a{HξlB t ) and (n + l)(2r n + 1) ^ p -1.
This completes the proof of Proposition A.
5* Proofs of theorems* In this section, we will prove Theorem B and Glauberman's conjecture using Proposition A.
THEOREM B. Let G be a finite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of
